The propagation of light and electromagnetic-gravity field in n Y space is studied. Our aims are to obtain the equations that described gravitational field in vacuum from the principle of least action in n Y space, and derive the law of motion of free point particles in n Y ; we showed that free point particles move along geodesics of space. The geodesic in n Y are depended on metric and torsion and this situation are considered in several non-trivial examples of the geodesics in the three-dimensional space without gravitational force; as result, we obtained that even in space without gravity geodesics are depending on torsion of space.
Introduction
The foundation of our geometrical concepts is our experiences of space as an objective reality, which we perceive through our senses. The geometrical structure of space is a conceptual product of mental abstraction of these empirical experiences that arise from logical classification of these sensational qualities of the natural world. From epistemological point of view, geometry can be considered as the most pure idealization of our objective sensational perception of natural world. For this human perception of space the sense of vision has a special role since essentially we receive spatial perceptiveness through vision; our spatial awareness mainly depends on ability to discern and imagine things in threedimensional space and movement can be associated with additional fourth dimension, as a result conceptual logical construct, we are obtaining mathematical space-time model. For instance, when we consider a geometrical form, we always imagine a concrete object as a representative of some abstraction concept with some additional properties like color or shade irrelevant to geometrical considerations.
Our ability to see is provided by means of electromagnetic waves and our ability to perceive this electromagnetic radiation. Locally, we can distinguish some spatial qualities by touching objects of our surrounding, however, on any significant distance we depend exceptionally on our ability to perceive light for obtaining any information about environment. So, astronomy can be defined as a science that collects and processes information about the distribution of electromagnetic waves from cosmic space, since essential all astronomical information was obtained as electromagnetic waves from cosmic space, and our comprehension totally bases on these empirical observations. For instance, the information of our galaxy is nothing more than theoretical construct that was built on astronomical observation, or more precise, on collected dates of distribution of electromagnetic waves. In classical theory, electromagnetic phenomena (light can be considered as electromagnetic wave) are described by Maxwell's equations and are independent from properties of space-time continuum. However, a geometrical structure of space itself, more precise the geodesics of space, is contingent on distribution matter; and geodesics are coincided with trajectories of light propagation. In Einstein's theory of general relativity, the geometrical structure of space-time continuum reciprocally depends on distribution of energy and matter; in this theory light propagates along geodesics of space in curved space-time. A geodesic in a space with a connection can be defined as a curve such that parallel transport along the curve preserves the tangent vector to the curve, so geodesic preserve a direction in space, thus geodesics might be thought of as trajectories of massless particles in a space-time continuum. However, A. Einstein a priory assumed that space is without torsion. In 1928 A. Einstein presented his gravitational theory with distant parallelism or teleparallelism [17] , and it later development in [18, 14] ; A. Einstein suggested existence of n-being field (in every point of space) of the given ndimensional continuum and that n-being of n-unit vectors represents a local coordinate system [17, 18] . A. Einstein
In this article we develop the idea that was introduced in [32 -36, 38, 39] , and consider some examples and applications of this theory. In classical general theory of relativity space-time continuum is considered to be pseudo-Riemannian so without torsion; in gravitational theories with distant parallelism space-time is also pseudo-Riemannian with additional construction of distant parallelism. In this article is not assumed that torsion of space equals zero; and the examples of space with Euclidean metric and non-vanished torsion are discussed. We especially considered some simple cases of propagation of light in new geometry. From the principle of equivalence, it can be derived that light waves pursues a geodesic lines, the distribution of energy and matter itself determines the geometrical structure of space and so the propagation of light. The law of light propagation can be obtained as a consequence of the law of conservation energymomentum ; ik k T  0 , from which we got the equation of motion for free point particles 
where the functions i jk  are sufficiently smooth.
Let along a curve
Atcoordinates is changing by the law:
then we say that the tensor It can be shown that connection can be calculated by using metric and torsion tensors
Then we introduce the notation
and
Further it can be define curvature tensor S tensors.
Definition 1. The line is called a geodesic if a tangent vector to this line at any point remains tangent to it at the parallel transport along it.
Assume, that geodesic is described by formula 
This formula for geodesic is correct in any affine space, but in n Y space we have metric and so can think about t as a distance and denote it by s .
On another hand, the connection k ij  , also generate its geodesics according to formula 
This theorem can be proof similarly to theorem 2.3, pp. 36-37 [36] .  for its geodesics coincide with true geodesics.
2.3.
Let us considered an application of the variation principal to the case of (1) 
where D  is the absolute differential at the parameter curves of the family at a constant value t , and D is absolute differential charge small displacement dt curve at a constant parameter of the family, then 
Electromagnetic Field Theory
In Maxwell theory electricity and magnetism are described by Maxwell's equations in classical three-dimensional form In four-dimensional space-time continuum we have an electromagnetic field tensor, which is defined as By standard calculations, we have:
Lagragian and Field Equations in the
Similarly, we obtain:
directly by using the definition, thus obtain two types of summands, the first have the standard form 
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Then we obtain the conclusions: 
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, (10) is the vacuum gravitation equations which we obtain by variation of the metric tensor in n Y space. 
Now
Equation (12) 
